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Abstract—Strategic planning constitutes an essential
managerial task. The existence of a coherent and a
consistent strategic plan is considered a prerequisite for
strategy implementation and execution. As a task, strategic
planning requires a profound understanding of a firms
competitive environment, organizational context and busi-
ness operations. We investigate whether a domain-specific
modeling method extending existing enterprise modeling
methods can address essential requirements of the domain
of strategic planning. As part of an on-going, multi-year
design science research project, the present work motivates
and justifies domain-specific requirements a method in
support of strategic planning should satisfy, and identifies
essential domain-specific concepts. Integration points with
existing modeling languages are discussed, and initial
drafts of concepts of a domain-specific modeling language
(DSML) for strategic planning are outlined.

I. INTRODUCTION

Management practice and literature recognizes
strategy among its core topics and acknowledges its
many facets, aspects and issues [1], [2]. Despite its
significance in management literature, surprisingly
different views are taken on what a strategy entails.
Undisputedly, strategic planning is one of several
steps characterizing the so-called strategy process
in order to arrive at a coherent and consistent
strategic plan [3, p. 346]. To support strategic plan-
ning efforts in practice, visual representations are
regarded as an essential instrument when engaging
in strategic planning (e. g., the “Balanced Score
Card” or the “BCG-Matrix”) [4], [5]. Previous work
has been dedicated to a critical reconstruction of
such strategy analysis tools using enterprise models
[6] concluding that enterprise modeling methods
such as “Multi-Perspective Enterprise Modeling”
(MEMO) [7] provide detailed organizational con-
text relevant and necessary for strategic planning.

However, present enterprise modeling approaches
do not provide comprehensive methodical support
for strategic planning and do not suggest nuanced
modeling concepts for representing strategic plans.
Based on this assessment, the present work prepares
for developing a modeling method in support of
strategic planning by identifying, motivating and
justifying domain-specific requirements such a mod-
eling method should satisfy, and by suggesting first
drafts of modeling concepts for creating conceptual
models of strategic plans.

As part of an on-going design science research
project, we extend and refine the existing conceptual
foundation [6], prepare for the subsequent devel-
opment of a domain-specific modeling method and
refine high-level requirements for domain-specific
modeling languages [8] (reducing complexity, im-
proving transparency, fostering communication and
collaboration). In the light of idealized design re-
search processes (e.g., [9], [10]), the present work
reports on the clarification of design goals and
the development of domain-specific requirements
(cf. phases 1 and 2 in [10]) as well as on language
design considerations and key domain specific con-
cepts and their semantics (cf. phase 3 in [10]).

In Sect. II, we discuss design goals and provide a
brief overview of related work. Sect. III reconstructs
essential concepts, motivates and justifies domain-
specific requirements a modeling method for strate-
gic planning should satisfy. In Sect. IV, we dis-
cuss issues and decisions regarding corresponding
language concepts and outline promising paths for
an integration with an existing enterprise modeling
approach and its DSMLs. We conclude with a brief
discussion of paths for future work on a modeling
method in support of strategic planning in Sect. V.
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II. DESIGN GOALS AND RELATED WORK

The general goal of the prospective modeling
method is to support the documentation, coordina-
tion and analysis of strategic plans as an interpreta-
tion of an intended strategy. Conceptual models of
strategic plans are supposed to stimulate and foster
the implementation of suitable organizational and
technological measures for improving the basis of
strategic planning. In particular, models created with
the prospective modeling language should provide
multiple perspectives, such as an organizational, a
technological, and an informational perspective.

Accordingly, the overall design goal is to enhance
present enterprise modeling approaches with con-
structs for modeling organizational strategic plans
to enable a model-based and multi-perspective man-
agement of organizational strategic planning. For
instance, prospective analyses should support in-
quiries such as: Which resources are needed to
execute a strategic plan? Which internal and external
factors are beneficial or detrimental to a certain
strategic plan and why? Which factors are expected
to change soon? Which organizational units and
business processes are affected by a specific course
of action? Which dependencies exist between a
specific course of action and corresponding orga-
nizational goals and thus are critical for success?
Which markets do we intend to serve with which
products? On what sources of information do we
rely on (e. g., regading market information)?

A. Related Work

Two different streams of related research con-
tribute to our work. Firstly, enterprise modeling ap-
proaches such as ArchiMate [11], Multi-perspective
Enterprise Modeling (MEMO) [7], or For Enterprise
Modeling (4EM) [12] provide domain-specific mod-
eling languages of importance to modeling strate-
gic plans (e. g., for modeling risks, goals and re-
sources). Secondly, there are other conceptual mod-
eling approaches that support analyzing strategy-
related topics such as strategic alignment [13], the
creation of a business model [14] as well as goal
modeling as a foundation for strategic planning
[15], [16], [17]. A common approach is to start
from “strategic decision trees” providing means-
ends-relationships (e. g., [15], [18]) while other

approaches focus on specific abstractions provid-
ing strategy-related content (e. g., [19], [20], [14],
[16]). Notably, however, these approaches do not
emphasize comprehensive strategic plans. To con-
clude, related approaches lay a foundation for de-
veloping a modeling method in support of strategic
planning. The present work aims to refine and fur-
ther develop present modeling concepts to arrive at
nuanced concepts to describe and (re)assess strate-
gic plans, and to complement adequate methodical
advice, i.e., a process model for creating and evalu-
ating conceptual models of strategic plans entailing
guidance for prospective users. Overall, and to the
best of our knowledge, there is no domain-specific
modeling method directly comparable to the one
advocated in this paper.

III. DOMAIN ANALYSIS AND REQUIREMENTS

The development of a modeling method, and in
particular the design of a domain-specific modeling
language, requires reconstructing key terms of the
technical language of the targeted domain, i.e.,
reviewing their semantics in domain-specific use
contexts, identifying subtle connotations, ambiguity
and truncation and other particularities of natural
language use [21]. A common approach to con-
ceptual reconstruction is to review pertinent liter-
ature to analyze technical terms and other forms of
representation of domain knowledge, e.g., graphical
visualizations [21], [22]. For the present domain
reconstruction, we turn to the literature on strategic
planning to which we identify contributions from
fields as diverse as strategic management, organiza-
tion studies, game theory and social science.

This section provides an overview of essential
aspects of the term strategy (III-A) and outlines a
conceptual reconstruction of the term strategy as
used in the domain of strategic planning (III-B).
Further, we summarize key findings from recon-
structing domain terminology concerning the fun-
damental understanding of strategies in the context
of a strategic plan and propose specific concepts
to be included in a strategic plan (III-C). Thus,
this section prepares for the design of a domain-
specific modeling language and method by gradu-
ally refining the conceptual reconstruction to arrive
at adequate and useful conceptualizations relating to
strategic plans as intended strategies.
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A. Reconstructing the Concept of a Strategy

Over the years, the discourses related to the
concept of strategy have evolved into an own field
of business management research, not at least due
to the promises associated with a strategic orien-
tation of an organization: reduce uncertainty, in-
crease competitiveness, seize market opportunities
and improve the resilience of an organization in
times of crisis [23]. The concept of ‘strategy’ was
and remains subject to a diverse body of literature
(e.g., [1], [2], [23]).

The discourses around strategy can roughly be
categorized into two basis notions on strategy: On
the one hand, the concept of strategy is explained
by content-related discussions and its key determi-
nants, on the other hand, the concept of strategy
is explained by its basic conception. In order to
prepare and to account for a sufficient understanding
for the concept of strategy with strategic plans, in
the following, we briefly outline the these notions
described in literature.

In the 1980s, considerable emphasis was given to
the ’market-based view’ of a strategy (MBV) [24],
describing the firms competitive environment and
its competitive position. In the following decade,
further research suggested that the resources of a
firm, rather than the external environment, may
be another key determinant for explaining suc-
cessful strategies and thus performance differences
among firms [25]. Eventually, the increased fo-
cus on resources helped to clarify the contribu-
tions of resources to competitive advantage [26],
[25] which gave birth to a number of descriptive
frameworks (e. g., [27] and [28]). Porter’s contribu-
tion emphasized external, industry-based competi-
tive ’forces’ (MBV), while Wernerfelt reminded that
a (self-)reflective view on the firm and its resources
(RBV), rather than a particular product market com-
bination may be of key importance when examining
the determinants of a strategy [29, p. 1514].

Independent of these content-related discussions,
the first and predominant conception in the early
1960s was that of a strategy as strict and prescriptive
plan [2, p. 9ff.]. According to this interpretation,
strategies are understood as a set of rationally
planned activities to achieve a desired outcome
(e. g., [30], [31]). In this conception, strategies

are a forward-looking description of meticulously
planned activities outlining a path towards an over-
arching goal [32, p. 70]. Additionally, a plan may
also be conceived as a ’maneuver’ or a ’ploy’ [2,
p. 15]. Other works suggest that strategies may
also be seen as a ’pattern in a stream of actions’
providing a backward-looking interpretation and
describing strategies as actual patterns of behavior
(whether intended or not) [33, p. 67]. Moreover,
strategy may also refer to a perspective where it
is a deeply rooted way of an organization to per-
ceive its environment. In this conception, strategies
are seen as the ’character’ of an organization [34,
p. 47]. Additionally, a strategy may also be seen
as a position, specifically a means of locating an
organization in its competitive environment [23,
p. 75]. Here, the term strategy becomes an in-
strument of intermediation between an organization
and its environment. However, these conceptions
do not necessarily exclude one another; plans may
go unrealized while patterns may appear without
anticipation. Plans are seen as ’intended strategies’
whereas patterns are seen as ’realized strategies’.
Further, ’deliberate strategies’ are intentions that
existed previously and were realized whereas ’emer-
gent strategies’ are patterns that developed in the
absence of intentions [2, p. 12].

On the whole, the concept of strategy encom-
passes several aspects on different levels of abstrac-
tion such as future intentions, present sentiments,
and behavioral patterns from the past [2] at the same
time. Additionally, it encompasses a wide range of
content-related discourses such as the competitive
environment [24] and internal perspectives of a firm
[27], [28]. In summary, the concept of strategy
has to be seen as a multi-dimensional concept
and its fundamental understanding depends on the
perspective(s) taken. Thus, it is a challenging task
to adequately account for the concept of strategy
within a conceptualization of strategic plans.

B. Requirements Regarding Strategic Planning

In the following, we present a conceptualization
of strategic plans as an interpretation of intended
strategies (cf. Sec. III-A). Further, we discuss dif-
ferent aspects and particularities related to the man-
agerial task of strategic planning and strategic plans.
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Requirement 1 - The method should support
different procedual schemes for strategic planning.
It should allow for e. g., an iterative process as well
as a linear sequence of tasks and should not impose
a particular scheme on its prospective users.

Rationale: The key idea of strategic planning as a
managerial task is to establish an informational basis
of the preconditions for a subsequent implementa-
tion of an intended strategy. To arrive at an adequate
understanding of an intended strategy, the process
of strategic planning helps to coordinate planning
efforts and measure progress on strategic goals.
However, an idea of an intended strategy occurs
‘around’ the strategy planning process rather than
the systematic traversing through different stages of
a prescriptive process to ‘manufacture’ a strategy
[35]. In particular, this is a key argument against
the managerial concept of strategic planning, which
is criticized for ignoring organizational ‘realities’
[36, p. 13]. Accordingly, the modeling method
should not support the notion that strategic plan-
ning processes follow a single prescriptive scheme.
The creative processes of planning foster new and
yet unknown insights and reveal problems such as
chances and risks as well as ambiguities within
the plan that demand for an appropriate ‘treat-
ment’ which is often considered the main benefit
of strategic planning [33, pp. 69–72]. Different
activities within a strategic planning process may
be performed cyclically and multiple times and, in
consequence, may necessitate an adjustment of the
strategic plan. Further, strategic planning typically
produces a multi-page document in which the key
items (concepts) are set out in writing [37, p. 13].
Hence, the method should support the notion that
a strategic plan should be seen as a ‘dynamic’ or
‘living’ document supporting different schemes of
strategic planning following different procedures.
However, if considered a ‘living document’, strate-
gic plans cannot be perceived as a final, but rather an
intermediate and temporary ‘solution’ that describes
an intended strategy at some point in time.

Requirement 2 - The method should support
the design of a coherent and consistent strategic
plan. It should provide a conceptualization and ac-
count for precise and elaborate representation of the
concepts and their supposed influence and impact
described in a strategic plan and thus support the

integration of the concepts (e. g., planned activities
and resources) as well as their coordination.

Rationale: Strategic activities need to be aligned
in order to succeed [23, p. 75] and to generate
synergy effects [38]. Hence, a meaningful coordina-
tion of activities fosters future potentials of success
[38]. A strategic plan is considered an organizational
instrument adequate to this purpose by documenting
what to do with the obligation to coordinate the
corresponding premises [37, p. 13]. To support
the creation of a coherent and consistent strategic
plan, a method should provide adequate concepts to
aide identifying and describing the premises of the
concepts and their relations to one another.

Requirement 3 - The method should provide
the means to establish an intersubjectively traceable
justification for the concepts and relations laid
down in a strategic plan. It should provide the
means to describe and to document assumptions
in quantitative terms where possible and means for
qualitative description where quantification is either
not feasible or not appropriate.

Rationale: Strategic planning aims to prevent
misjudgments and promises a higher level of effi-
ciency by contemplating future states and their po-
tential repercussions in advance [37, p. 15]. From a
systems theoretical point of view, this contemplation
allows organizations not to adapt to an uncertain
reality, it rather ‘creates a new reality’ to which
the organization cautiously seeks to approach to
(e. g., by describing outstanding courses of action
and environmental states in the future) [39, p. 369],
[40]. Then, the argument for planning is that it
reduces complexity intentionally by focusing only
on relevant aspects and, thus, helps to transform
uncertainty into a supposed certainty while the
future remains uncertain [41, p. 110]. A strategic
plan thereby promotes linearity by deliberately re-
ducing complexity of an almost infinite space of
possibilities, characterized by the unpredictability of
future events, their outcomes and their interrelations
[41]. The ‘selection’ of relevant information is,
however, characterized by the fact that the items
in a strategic plan (e. g., goals, courses of action
etc.) are subjective interpretations that may change
over time and may be assessed differently. Notably,
these subjective assessments may have profound
consequences for an organization and thus demand
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for a justification. Therefore, it is imperative to an
organization to establish a basis of justification–a
‘rationale’ “for telling reasons for what one does in
a way that will enable people ‘to see the point’ and
to accept that it makes good sense to proceed as one
did” [42, p. 27]. Additionally, since strategic plans
draw upon information regarding the status quo and
assumptions of future developments [37, p. 15],
[43, p. 14] a method should provide a purposeful
distinction in order to enable prospective analyses.
The method should support the documentation of
information processed and should support different
means of quantitative and qualitative justification
adequate to this purpose (e. g., by means of con-
sensus, coherence or correspondence).

Requirement 4 - The method should provide
perspectives specific to (groups of) stakeholders
involved. A perspective should, as far as possible,
correspond with the abstractions, concepts and (vi-
sual) representations known and meaningful to the
targeted (group of) stakeholders. All perspectives
should be integrated with each other to foster cross-
perspective communication and cooperation.

Rationale: Strategic planning involves stakehold-
ers with different professional backgrounds and
responsibilities as well as their specific sentiments
about future developments and outcomes punctu-
ating the importance of management participation
along the entire length of the strategic planning
process [44] (e. g., managers from different depart-
ments or external consultants). A method requires
an integration of information relevant to the strate-
gic plan contributed form various sources and has
to take different perspectives of an organization
into account [26], [25]. Hence, the representation
of concepts and abstractions of the strategic plan
should be familiar or at least readily assessable to
the participating parties.

C. Requirements Regarding the Key Concepts of
Strategic Plans

In the following and in line with the previous
argumentation, we argue to account for specific
concepts in a strategic plan.

There are several generic proposals referring to
what concepts should (as a rule) be included in a
strategic plan. In particular, it is suggested that a
strategic plan should include goals, specific courses

of action, the availability of resources, assumptions
and predictions on future developments, as well as
their qualitative and quantitative assessments [45,
p. 275], [37, p. 14].

Requirement 5 - The method should provide
purposeful concepts for modeling different types of
organizational goals and their interrelations.

Rationale: In management literature, the deter-
mination of goals is seen as a precondition to sup-
port organizational decision making by providing
decision criteria [46, p. 205]. Every entrepreneurial
activity requires the existence of explicit or at least
implicit goals. Goals serve as a ‘yardstick’ for
economic success by describing the achievement of
a desired effect [47, p. 10]. However, these effects
can be different in nature (e. g., reaching a decision,
increasing focus or improving business processes)
[48, p. 1]. Further, organizational goal systems com-
prise a number of interrelated organizational goals,
which are pursued in the long term or for a certain
period of time. It is argued that organizational goal
systems can and should serve as a key orientation
point for entrepreneurial activities [46, p. 205] and,
hence, help to prepare future course of action.

Requirement 6 - The method should provide
purposeful concepts for modeling organizational
courses of action. It should also provide the means
to account for an orchestration of courses of action.

Rationale: Strategic plans need to specify
courses of action to outline how organizational
activities contribute to goals in order to provide
direction. Moreover, any course of action has to be
reasonable and feasible in practice when considering
a subsequent implementation [36]. An artificially
created segregation of the formation and imple-
mentation of the courses of action contradicts the
very notion of a strategic plan. Furthermore, the
timing of courses of action and the orchestration
described in a plan are of strategic importance since
poorly orchestrated strategic plans may not achieve
a desired outcome and may even lead to detrimental
effects [49], [50], [51].

Requirement 7 - The method should provide
purposeful concepts for modeling the demand for
and the consumption of resources described in a
strategic plan. It should also provide means to
account for different types of resources.

Rationale: Since strategic planning involves ef-
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forts directed at achieving the best possible use of
the resources possessed by an organization [38],
[52], a conceptual modeling method should provide
purposeful concepts of different types of resources
(e. g., tangible and intangible resources) as well
as skills and competencies. This conceptualization
follows from considerations of the RBV on strategy
to include organizational resources [26, p. 172]. For
example, it should be possible to describe finan-
cial, material and (direct) human resources as well
as patents, trademarks or operational knowledge
and skills. Furthermore, the method should provide
means to describe the availability and utilization of
resources within strategic plan (e. g., to assess its
feasibility).

Requirement 8 - The method should provide pur-
poseful concepts to describe and document markets,
products and services, and their perceived benefits.

Rationale: To generate profit, an organization has
to be aware of its products it intents to offer and
markets it intents to serve [53, p. 592–593], [23,
pp.68–70]. Proponents of the MBV and RBV clearly
state that the purpose of a strategy is to determine a
‘product/market scope’ [30, p. 119] or ’the position
in a market’ of an organization [54, p. 221], [55,
p. 8]. In both views, strategies are a ‘blueprint’ of a
company to describe how to generate profit. In order
to anticipate a ‘fit’ [23, p. 75] or a ‘match’ [56, p. 3]
between the market and the products offered, both
must be taken into account: the perspective of a
costumer and that of a firm to provide a means of
interaction. Then, strategic plans have to make state-
ments on perceived values of a product (e. g., lower
prices or high quality products) to account for this
relation as well as an adequate description of the
targeted markets and the products and services to
be offered. For instance, a company intends to enter
a new market (perceived as attractive) by offering
(suitable) products which can be sold at slightly
lower prices (e. g., by means of higher economies of
scale). A method should provide concepts adequate
to this purpose.

Please note, the concept of a business model
builds upon central ideas similar to that of a strate-
gic plan. However, a business model is not to
be seen as an intended strategy but includes a
number of concepts described by a strategic plan
(e. g., markets, products and value propositions) [57,

p. 728–728]. Other than a strategic plan, a business
model comprises far more detailed information con-
cerning decision variables, cost structures, pricing
methods and margins. With regard to an abstraction
of strategic plans, such a level of detail is neither
reasonable nor feasible.

Requirement 9 - The method should provide
purposeful concepts for modeling the influence of
the organizational environment within a strategic
plan. It should provide the means to allow for a
representation of how environmental factors affect
the concepts of a strategic plan.

Rationale: The identification, description and
analysis of a firm’s environment is of vital im-
portance and is considered a key determinant of a
strategic plan in both views on strategy. Unarguably,
environmental factors may influence the cast of a
strategic plan decisively. However, environmental
factors can be different in nature (e. g., legal re-
strictions, ecological and economic factors etc.) and
may influence the way of doing business differently.
For instance, the entering of a competitor into a
market can have a restricting influence on a specific
course of action while new legislation may have an
enabling effect. To identify and to assess environ-
mental factors and their effects on a strategic plan,
instruments such as the SWOT (Strength, Weakness,
Opportunities and Strength) and PESTLE (Polit-
ical, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal and
Environmental) analyses are frequently used. Such
instruments typically distinguish between internal
and external factors referring to elements suggested
by the RBV and MBV (e. g., Porter’s five forces)
[p. 212] [58]. The method should provide adequate
concepts to describe internal and external environ-
mental factors and their enabling and restricting
influence.

Requirement 10 - A method should allow for
integrating the concepts of a strategic plan in the
context of an enterprise and link them to the sur-
rounding action system which is composed of all rel-
evant organizational entities (e. g., organizational
units, business processes etc.). This demands for an
integration with existing modeling languages.

Rationale: To provide an adequate basis for
communication about a strategic plan and to sup-
port analyses scenarios, the method should pro-
vide relevant organizational context such as the
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organizational action system, its institutions and
actors, their roles and responsibilities. Additionally,
strategic plans may outline measures that affect var-
ious parts of an organization (e. g., organizational
structures, business processes, IT landscapes and
goal systems). For example, the establishment of
a new subsidiary requires the adjustment of the
organizational structure (e. g., business units and
roles) and may affect different business processes,
such as distribution or purchasing processes. The
method should provide adequate concepts to de-
scribe relations to the organizational context and
their presumable impacts.

IV. LANGUAGE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND
POTENTIAL POINTS OF INTEGRATION OF A

PROSPECTIVE DSML

In the following, we address specific peculiarities
of the domain in the light of the identified require-
ments. Further, we discuss central domain-specific
concepts. The present research builds on the ”Multi-
Perspective Enterprise Modeling” (MEMO) method
[59]. The rationale for choosing MEMO is based
on several considerations: MEMO provides a vari-
ety of modeling concepts relevant to the modeling
of strategic plans (e.g., organizational units, roles,
resources, and goals), the specification of MEMO
is publicly available and MEMO draws upon a
language architecture extensible through DSMLs
[60]. Figure 1 depicts an initial integration with
existing modeling languages of MEMO which are
highlighted by a colored rectangle attached to the
meta type as suggested in [60].

The domain analysis has revealed several partic-
ularities of strategic planning and strategic plans
that a prospective conceptual modeling method has
to consider. First, strategy is a multidimensional
concept that does not seem to offer viable ab-
stractions of strategy types since the concept of
strategy refers to a set of various related con-
cepts (e. g., goal, resource etc.) and additionally
represents partly deviant interpretations (cf. III-A).
The same argument holds true for abstractions of
strategic plan types. To model a strategic plan, we
advise to provide prospective modelers to describe
a specific course of action focusing on outstanding
actions in the future and their organizational impact.
However, there are various conceptions conceivable.

First, it is possible to model a course of action
type as an abstraction of a general a course of
action, outlined by a strategic plan. Yet, such an
overall and general course of action remains too
vague and does not provide purposeful criteria for
specifying precise types of courses of action such as
‘establish subsidiary’ or ‘liquidating business unit’.
Therefore, we recommend abstractions of initiative
types to model specific courses of action which,
in sum, would outline an overall course of action
of a strategic plan. Please note, this is consistent
with the first conception while opening room for a
more elaborate description. We suggest to describe
an initiative type by a Name and a Description
(cf. Fig. 1). Description is intended to provide
an understanding of the intended purpose of an
initiative type. EstimatedCost should outline a rough
cost estimate for an initiative type. Additionally, we
suggest the attribute Priority to outline the strategic
importance of the initiative. Since the orchestration
of a strategic plan is of importance, the modeling of
a starting date and an end date is recommended. It
is suggested to specify these attributes as intrinsic
(depicted as a white ‘i’ on the meta type in Fig. 1).
Intrinsic attributes, concepts and associations are
instantiated only at instance level, and not at type
level. The purpose of these attributes is to describe
particular start and end dates of an initiative but
only on instance level. It is suggested to relate
initiative types to goal types using a specific ratio-
naleRelation since initiatives are meant to support
organizational goals. A meaningful interpretation
of such an association presupposes that initiatives
need a justification in order to be implemented.
We suggest the attributes Impact, Probability and
Justification where Justification has the auxiliary
type ‘rationaleSpec’ reusing the concept for mod-
eling rationales (cf. [61]). For describing (strategic)
goals, we suggest reusing the concept abstractGoal
and its specializations (e. g., engagementGoal or
symbolicGoal) [48].

Factor of influence types describe another key
concept since the identification, description and
analysis of a firm’s environment is of vital im-
portance to a strategic plan. We strongly recom-
mend considering factor of influence types. Besides
the attributes Name and Description of factor of
influence types, we propose to add InternalOrEx-
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Fig. 1. Key Concepts and Potential Points of Integration

ternal. Another particularity refers to the perception
and subjective assessment of the concepts in strate-
gic plans. Therefore, we suggest ThreatOrOpportu-
nity to further describe a factor of influence type as
well as considering a starting and end date to outline
a time frame (e. g., for legal restrictions, entering
competitor etc.). Further, the integration of the
modeling method RiskM [62] offers an auspicious
point of integration to further describe factor of
influence types by accounting for risks and chances.
Additionally, associations are used to relate factor of
influence types to initiative types. Attributes further
describe this influenceRelation to specify charac-
teristics. The attribute EnableOrRestrict is used to
model this binarity, Probability is used to describe
the anticipated probability and Effect for outlining
a presumed effect of the occurrence of such an
event. This conceptualization provides prospective
language users with additional flexibility. Further-
more, due to the meta-level integration, it is possible
to refer to relevant reference objects that can be
reused from other MEMO languages to associate
an initiative type with reference objects. Here, the
concept referenceObject serves as a surrogate for
concepts such as a businessProcess or an orga-
nizationalUnit. Instead of associating initiatives to
other concepts directly, we suggest the concept
impactRelation between initiative type and reference

object type to specify the relationship instead of
qualifying the concept initiative in order to add more
flexibility. The domain analysis has revealed that
a comprehensible definition and documentation of
products and services as well as the specification of
corresponding markets should be considered when
creating a strategic plan. To account for products
and services, we suggest product types with the
attributes Name and Description, SalesPrice, Gross-
Margins, QuantityOfSales and their estimates (Es-
timSalePrice, EstimGrossMargins, EstimGrossMar-
gin, EstimQuantityOfSales) to account for manda-
tory information regarding product types. Note that,
product types may also be services. Therefore, we
suggest the attribute ProductOrService as depicted
in Fig. 1. Relevant market information is considered
by costumer segment types which are described fur-
ther by the attributes SalesPotential, SalesVolume,
RelativeSalesVolume. It is suggested to relate these
concepts through a specific perceivedBenefitRela-
tion to account for product-market-relations. The
conceptualization of this relationship is intended
to be augmented in future work. A further point
of integration would be resource types modeled
with ResML [63]. ResML enables the modeling of
different kinds of resources such as intangible re-
sources and tangible resources (e. g., IT components
or human resources) as well as specific skills.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The contribution of this paper is twofold. Firstly,
we present a domain analysis and provide a mean-
ingful conceptualization of strategic plans by recon-
structing the domain of strategic planning. Secondly,
we discuss key concepts and their limitations and
outline potential points of integration to an enter-
prise modeling approach. The discussion suggests
that enterprise models provide a promising basis for
modeling meaningful strategic plans which enable
to provide an elaborate description of key concepts
required. A corresponding process model which
guides the use of the modeling language to support
and foster strategic planning is currently, however,
missing and remains on our research agenda. Specif-
ically, we aim to complete the modeling method
by complementing a domain-specific modeling lan-
guage featuring a descriptive graphical notation
with a corresponding process model. The method
development entails developing analysis scenarios
to demonstrate how prospective users can benefit
from its use through demonstrating tasks specific
to the domain (e. g., enable participating managers
to discover a lack of rationale within a strategic
plan, to incorporate different perspectives and to in-
tegrate different analyses and sources of information
used within strategic planning (e. g., market analysis
reports etc.)). In the process, existing modeling
concepts may be reduced in complexity or specific
details may be added. Additionally, the conceptu-
alization of a strategic plan outlined in this paper
offers a specific interpretation of intended strategies
as strategic plans considered as a ‘living document’,
yet taking deviant conceptions of strategy into ac-
count. Therefore, the present conceptualization is
assumed to provide a promising foundation for
scenarios regarding the analysis of an ‘evolution’
of a strategy identifying and analyzing emergent ef-
fects that determine patterns of behavior in strategic
planning since this subject is a perennial topic in
strategic management literature [2, p. 9ff.]. Finally,
future research is dedicated to evaluate the practical
application of the prospective modeling method.
On that note, we already engaged in interviews
with prospective users such as strategy consulting
firms as well as managers entrusted with strategic
planning tasks.
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